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Trans* children are an integral part of our society. Unfortunately, they
still have a hard time because their environment sometimes reacts
negatively and with incomprehension to their special needs for selfdetermination.

It is very
important that
our society
finally wakes up
and recognises
and understands
the needs of
trans* children.

The children know EXACTLY who they are, or who they are not. Their personal
environment is often not ready to accept this knowledge. Conventions, prejudices and old thought patterns stand in the way of deep understanding and
acceptance.
This often leads to devastating effects on the children‘s personality development
or to psychological disorders.
Therefore, it is very important that our society finally wakes up and recognises
and understands the needs of trans* children.
In this context parents, siblings, grandparents, teachers, educators and all persons who are in the environment of a child have an important function.
This book project is a clever combination of a children‘s book and a
storybook for adults.
Both parts of the book aim to raise awareness and to introduce and enable people to recognise and understand the topic of transgender and trans* children.
The children‘s book is printed separately in a handy DIN A6 format. It is definitely
an integral part of each book but can also be ordered separately from the main
book.

Julana with her family

Understanding and comprehending
trans* children
A storybook for adults
Support
this
valuable
project
as a sponsor!

The main book begins with a foreword by Julana, who tells us from her point
of view what she wants from her environment and adults.
The content is dominated by a collection of stories in which adults (parents,
siblings, teachers) describe their dealings with trans* children from a personal perspective. Each life story is followed by comments from Julana and
technical texts from recognised experts on the topic. Note pages for personal entries by the readers encourage reflection. An encyclopaedia comprehensively explains and clarifies the terminology on the topic.
Your name can be listed as a sponsor in the book

My way from boy to girl
Booklet for children with illustrations
The children‘s book will be written by the 11-year-old trans* girl Julana and will
have about 28 pages. Lovely illustrations explain the topic in a child-friendly
way. A small lexicon of terms, written in child-friendly language, will complement the children‘s book.
For sponsors, an individual company imprint is possible. The book
can also be published independently, e.g. for school classes.

Discuss your
individual
sponsorship
package
with us
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